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FEATURED ARTIST 
There are almost 15,000 
amazing artists sharing their 
work on our Polymer Clay 
Tribe Facebook Page and we 
are constantly impressed by 
the wide variety of projects! 
This month, Pilar Rodríguez 
Domínguez's beautiful cane 
work stood out.  She shares 
her canes as she creates 
them, inspiring others to give 
caning a try, and she shares 
lovely finished projects like 
this colorful necklace.  See 
more of Pilar’s work on her 
Facebook Page and in her 
Etsy store. 
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http://CreateAlongClub.com 

It’s where we share! Come on over to 
PCU and follow the link to join us 
there today!
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THE POLYMER CHEF 

Sunshine Splash 
The Polymer Chef
by Suzanne Ivester 
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I’ve been experimenting with grated chalk pastels lately. Being thrifty by nature, I haven’t 
wanted to spring for the pan pastels that are so popular now. Instead I dug out a box of 
Faber Castell Soft Pastels that I had been hoarding for quite a while. These come in stick 
form in a box of 24 colors for about the same price as 2 pan pastels. When I mixed them 
in polymer clay, I was amazed at how saturated the colors were. A little grated pastel 
truly goes a long way. I also discovered that the powder can be mixed either with solid 
clay or clear liquid clay for a brilliant glaze.

You’ll need a small clay-dedicated cheese grater. Different types of these can be found at 
dollar stores (including one intended to use on your feet--ouch!). This is a tool that you’ll 
find many uses for in your craft room. For example, grate partly cured clay to use as an 
inclusion in translucent or contrasting clay colors.

Ingredients

1 package (2 oz.) premo! Sculpey® Translucent polymer clay
1/4 package (1/2 oz.) premo! Sculpey® Sunshine Yellow polymer clay
1/4 tsp. grated orange chalk pastel
1/4 tsp. sparkly gold embossing powder (I used Goddess Gold by Ranger)
1/4 tsp. extra fine glitter, White Crystal
Sculpey® Clear Liquid Polymer Clay (optional)

Instructions

1. Mix the powdery ingredients together in a small disposable cup. 
2. Blend the Translucent clay with the Sunshine Yellow and roll it to a fairly thin setting 
on your pasta machine.
3. Reserve about 1/8 tsp. of the mixed powder. Spread the rest of the powder across the 
surface of the clay.  Fold the sheet in half with the powder inside and roll it through the 
pasta machine again. Continue this process until it is well blended.
4. Shape your beads or other objects however you like.
5. If you’d like some pops of brighter color and shine, mix the reserved powder with just 
enough liquid clay to make it the consistency of mustard. 
6. Using a disposable brush-type tool (like a cotton swab), dab the colored 
liquid clay onto the surface of your shaped pieces.
7. Cure the pieces in the oven according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Note
To make the pendant shown here, I stamped the Sunshine Splash clay and 
then highlighted the design with a Prismacolor marker, Cocoa Bean color. 
Then I dabbed on some colored liquid clay, as in step 6 above and finally 
applied a bit of Perfect Pearls powder, Perfect Gold.

I recommend that you try some experimentation of your own with this recipe. 
You could use the same proportions of ingredients and the same techniques 
with entirely different colors of clay and pastels. This would yield a totally 
different look. For example, go from summer to winter with blue tones and 
silver glitter.

 http://thepolymerchef.blogspot.com/ 
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Finishing Beads  
by Klio Tsaliki  

Almost every person within polymer clay community makes beads! It is the first 
thing most of us tried using polymer clay, as it is considered an easy project and 
something one can start with.

Beads are challenging, fun and can used in so many projects! They can be simple, 
colorful or not, textured, made of cane slices, crackled, using any polymer clay 
technique available. They can have simple or more complicated shapes, big or 
small and so on.  

You can draw on them, paint them with several kinds of pigments, and you can 
finish them with all kinds of materials, resin, liquid clay, varnish, etc.
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This tutorial is dedicated to show some easy and beautiful ways to make your 
beads different and unique, using simple tools –not even tools actually-, by  
finishing them and adding some texture details which will make them outstanding 
and eye catching!

I will use soft colored clay for demonstration purposes, and the samples made will 
be plain, without any pattern or design on them, to make it easier to show the 
process. But there are many pictures of several projects included, so you can see 
how several techniques can be combined with a textured finish.

Puffy Lacey Beads

Let’s start with wavy cookie cutters 
in simple shapes. Each bead needs 
two equal pieces, one for the front 
and one for the back side.

Make also a cord out of clay and cut 
it in pieces. Make a ring out of this 
cord for each bead and place it in 
the center of the one of the cut out shapes.

This ring will keep the two sides separate and will give 
to the bead the puffy shape when the edges will be 
stuck together. 

Place the second shape on top of the ring. These 
cutters are symmetrical, so you can easily place 
the upper piece on the ring in a way that each 
peak can meet the corresponding peak of the 

bottom piece. With your fingers start pushing the two sides to close the gap 
and make the puffy bead. Work carefully and just help the two pieces meet 
each other.

Do the same for the square bead too.
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Using a mini cookie cutter start cutting off mini discs like it is shown in the photos. 

You can also play a bit with the several sizes of mini cookie cutters and alternate 
the sizes while cutting the mini discs off.

This kind of beads does not need drilling, as you can hang them using the multiple 
holes. 

After baking and cooling down, decorate them in any way 
you like. 

In this project I used a skinner blend to cut out the shapes. 
The square beads carry a simple pattern drawn with Posca 
white marker and sealed – after drying – with liquid clay 
cured with a heat gun.

The rounds carry a 
napkin pattern and 
again are sealed with 
liquid clay.

Another set of beads, this time it is painted 
with alcohol inks and a dotted pattern was 
added using white Posca marker. Then was 
sealed with liquid clay as mentioned above.

Here is a simple white and black set of beads, 
where the pattern was drawn with black and 
white Posca markers.
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There is no need to have drawing skills, a simple pattern is 
enough. But if you have the skills, give it a try. Posca 
markers work really good on baked clay, they come in a 
descent range of colors and dry very-very fast. Then you 
can seal them with liquid clay and cure. They will not leak 
and you can trust them for your projects.

The Tweezers Finish

Tweezers is a good friend, not only for beauty reasons but for 
crafting as well. 

Again a puffy bead was made, this 
time using a simple round cutter. 
Start sticking the two sides by catching them with the 
tweezers and pressing them together.

Move around the bead pressing the two parts together! Take 
care to press in 
equal distances 
to get an even 
outcome!

Drill them either before finishing or after 
baking.

Since there are 
several kinds of 
t w e e z e r s i n t h e 
market, you can try the different kinds and see what comes out. I 
tried mines in several ways, pinching with the slantwise edge of 
the tweezers or pinching only with the peak. I also pinched, 
having the tweezers in horizontal or vertical position against the 
bead. Each way gives different result, try and 
select what you like most.

This way you are sure you 
have stuck the two sides of the bead while you 
add a beautiful finish. 

There is no need to mention that all these kinds of 
finishing can be used for any kind of bead, to all 
shapes, every technique and so on.
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There is no limit; just do some practice in simple and solid 
colored beads, so you can reuse the clay. When you feel you 
had enough practice, try more complicated projects.

As you can see in the photos, you can use this technique to 
all shapes and patterns

It is a technique 
applicable to all 
sizes..

C h e c k o u t 
the right photo. The dotted black lines are showing the 
several ways you can pinch your beads to add some 
texture and style.
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This kind of tweezers gives different results. 

Here is the bead finished all around.

This is a teardrop shaped bead, built on the 
drilling needle where the texture was added 
as well.

Using the simple straight tweezers I made 
two lines of pinches, one opposite to the 
other, having in mind the herringbone.

Imagine this texture with a bit of mica powder and the simple bead 
can be transformed in a unique piece.

This is a square bead with textured 
edges!

The possibilities are unlimited, any 
shape can get some texturing which 
makes the bead more interesting and 
adds “personality” to it!

Before saying good bye, I will add 
some photos to offer some ideas.

Texture is nice on a “serious” dark 
colored bead, like those shown in the photo. Mica powder 
highlights the texture and gives them the shine needed.
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But it is also beautiful and adds a fun detail 
to these colorful ones. 

And you know what? You can use this 
technique even further, to add texture as 
well.

So Try this technique, let aside the boring 
shapes, enjoy and have fun!

https://www.facebook.com/klio.tsaliki

https://www.etsy.com/shop/1000and1
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“Papa” Nautical Flag Cufflinks 

by Melissa Terlizzi 

Father’s Day is coming up!  Do you have the perfect gift picked out for the dads in your 
life?  My husband doesn’t ever ask for much, and he could care less about celebrating 
Father’s Day--which makes me all the more determined to do something special for him 
this year.  A polymer clay creation from me is probably the last thing on his already very 
short wish list, but he likes cufflinks, so I thought I’d give making them a try.  Cufflink 
blanks are available on Amazon, so I ordered a bagful—but how best to decorate them 
for Father’s Day?  

I decided just to ask my husband.  He requested I make cufflinks with a nautical signal 
flag on them. But not just any nautical flag—he wanted the signal flag for the letter “P,” 
which in military-speak is “Papa.”  How perfect is that?  The Papa flag is raised in port to 
signal to sailors that they need to return to the ship because it’s about to sail.  So, in 
honor of Father’s Day, how about making a set of “Papa” flag cufflinks to wish Dad 
smooth sailing and a happy day?
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Materials

premo! Sculpey® Clay, approx. ½ Package each Cobalt Blue and white
Cuff link blanks (available on Amazon)
Clay blade
Pasta Machine
Acrylic roller
Clay slicer machine (optional)
Small oval cutter (1/2” long) or circle (that fits over the cufflink back)
Sandpaper for texture
Liquid clay
Wet/dry sandpaper (400-2400 grit) (optional)
Buffing wheel (optional)

Instructions

Condition the blue and white clay.  Sometimes Premo white clay is 
very soft and that can be problematic if you are making a cane you 
want to maintain its shape.  If your clay is very soft, roll it between 
two sheets of paper and allow some of the oils leach out before 
proceeding.  The square cane will hold its shape better if the clay is 
not too soft or sticky!  

To create the square white center of the 
Papa flag, roll the white clay out on the 
thickest setting of the pasta machine.  Cut 
the resulting sheet into 3 pieces and stack 
them one on top of the other.  Roll over the 
stack lightly with an acrylic roller, so that the 
layers fuse together.

Trim the sides of the stack, so that the width 
is the same as the height—in other words, 
so that the end is square.  The cane does 
not need to be very long—unless you want 
to make dozens of cufflinks! 

For the blue frame around the white 
center square, roll the blue clay out 
on the thickest setting of the pasta 
machine.  Cut the clay in two and 
stack the pieces on top of each 
another. Roll over lightly with the 
acrylic roller, so that the sheets stick 
together.  Lay the white square cane 
on top of the blue stack, lining them 
up along the long edge.
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Cut the blue clay even with edges of the white cane.  

Flip the trimmed white cane with its one blue edge 
on its side and lay it back down on the remaining 
blue clay.  Trim the edges on all sides again. 

Reroll the blue scraps if necessary and restack them.  
Then turn the cane again, lay it down on the blue clay, 
and cut out the cane again.  Now three 
sides of the white square are covered 
with blue. 

Turn the cane one last time, lay it down 
on the blue clay, and cut along the edges again.  The white square is 
now surrounded on four sides by a blue frame.  Squeeze gently on all 
sides, or roll each side with the acrylic roller, so that there are no gaps 
and all the sides are smooth and square.  My cane was the same size 
I wanted the final cufflinks to be, but if you want to make them smaller, 
reduce the cane to the desired size, being careful not to distort the 
white square in the middle.

Set the cane aside to rest, so that the clay 
can firm up before slicing.  I put mine in the 
refrigerator to cool down while I sat down for 
some lunch!  

Once the cane has firmed up a bit, use a 
guillotine-style clay slicer or a sharp clay 
blade to cut 2 thick slices of the cane for your 

cufflinks.  My slices were each 
about 1/8” thick.  

Bake the slices on a ceramic tile 
for 35 minutes at 275 degrees 
Fahrenheit.  
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While the cane slices are baking, roll out a thin sheet (setting #5) of the blue clay to use 
as a backing sheet for the cufflinks.  The backing will cover most of the metal base of 
the cufflink, and also prevent the top of the cufflink from popping off (sometimes glue 
has a tough time holding clay and metal together!)  Texture the clay with sandpaper.  If 
desired, rough up the back of the cufflink blank with a sharp tool or coarse sandpaper to 
give it a bit more “tooth” for the clay to adhere to.  

After the cane slices have baked and 
cooled completely, spread liquid clay in a 
thin layer on the back of one of the baked 
slices.  Center the cufflink blank on the 
piece and press it into the “glue.”  

Cut a piece of the textured sheet into a 
square a bit larger than the baked cane 
slice and cut a hole in the center with a 

small oval or circle cutter.  The 
cutter needs to be large enough 
to slip over the cufflink, but not 
so large that it is bigger than the 
base of the metal cufflink.  In 
other words, you want to cover 
as much of the cufflink base as 
possible.  I used a ½” long mini 
oval cutter. 

Slip the textured piece over the cufflink and 
press it firmly onto the baked clay, sandwiching 
the metal base between the clay layers.  Trim off 
the excess clay by running a clay blade or 
scalpel tool around the edges of the square.  If 
any liquid clay oozed out the sides or escaped 
to other parts of the cufflink, wipe it off with a 
wet wipe. 

Bake the cufflinks for 30 minutes at 275 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 
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Once the cufflinks have cooled, you can paint them 
with glaze, or sand and polish them. I don’t like the 
look of glazes and varnishes, so I gathered pieces 
of wet/dry sandpaper in grits ranging from 400 to 
2500, plus a buffing wheel.  Standing at the kitchen 
sink, and starting with the coarsest sandpaper 
(400), I rubbed the tops of the cufflinks on the 
various papers in order from the lowest number to 

the highest, rinsing the cufflinks and 
sandpaper often.  

Because the cane slices were fairly 
smooth to start with, sanding the 
finished cufflinks only took a few 
minutes.  I finished by polishing them 
to a high shine with a muslin buffing 
wheel.  

My husband loves his new cufflinks, and they 
were really fun to make!  Hope you will enjoy 
them, too.  Happy Father's Day!
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Beachy Keen  
By Cindi McGee


A trip to the ocean soothes my soul.  Not because I’m a “lay in the sun and get a great tan” kind of 
girl, but because I absolutely love the seemingly endless supply of tiny treasures from the sea you 
can find on a seashore.  One of my favorite “beach” memories is a trip to Captiva Island in Florida, 
where there were, literally, a foot or more of shells just waiting to be explored.  Large shells, small 
shells, tiny bits of coral, occasionally sand dollars and star fish.   A recent trip to the island of Grand 
Turk, and a day spent snorkeling with my sons and diving down to snatch tiny bits of colorful 
seaglass from the sparkling white sand beneath the waves is another of my favorite beach days.     

This oversized pendant captures a bit of the seashore and will be a fun accent for summer outfits.  
Even a plain white t-shirt and jeans could be an eye catching outfit when paired with this unique 
piece of eye catching “beachy keen” jewelry. 
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Materials 

Viva Decor Pardo Professional Art Clay - Transparent Aqua 

Sculpey® III - Tan, Hazelnut, Peach Granitex (I realize this is no longer sold - you can mix your own 
shade of peach clay as desired or substitute for a shade of pink)

premo Sculpey® - Ecru

premo! Sculpey® Accents - Pearl 

Sculpey® Souffle - Pumpkin

Sculpey® Transparent Liquid Clay

Sculpey® Bake & Bond 

Grater

CreateAlong.com Seashell Push Mold

Makin’s® Sea Shells Push Mold 

Clay Machine 
Clay Roller 

Clay Blade

CreateAlong.com Circle Cutters 

DecoArt® Metallic Lustre™ - White Frost  and Iced Expresso 

Ivory Satin Cording 

White acrylic paint

Small Paintbrush 



Instructions 

Condition Transparent Aqua clay and roll to a little less than 1/4” 
thick.  Use large circle cutter to cut disc from clay.  Bake according 
to manufacturer instructions.   Let cool.


Freeze Tan and Ecru clay.  Use grater to grate into fine pieces for 
sand.


Apply Bake & Bond over bottom half of disc.  Sprinkle on grated 
clay and gently press to adhere with Bake & Bond.   Repeat on 
bottom sides of disc.  Bake according to manufacturer instructions. 
Let cool.
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Use silicone seashell mold to make assorted seashells with Pearl clay, and Pearl clay mixed with 
Hazelnut brown and Peach clay to create marbled clay.  


Mix enough Pumpkin clay with a touch of Hazelnut to create clay for starfish.  Use plastic mold and 
blended clay to make starfish. 


Arrange starfish and assorted shells as desired at bottom of 
pendant, overlapping each other slightly, and extending beyond 
the edges of the disc.  


Use same sized circle cutter to 
cut extending portions of 
seashells and star fish from 
pendant.   


Use Bake & Bond to mount a 
“round” shell to the top center 
of the pendant, with the top 

extending up beyond the edge of 
the pendant.    Bake and let cool. 


Make a small rectangular block of 
pearl clay and 
mount with 	 	 		 	     
Bake & Bond 	 	 		 	         
to top area of 	 	 		 	 	
back of shell 	 	
that extends off 
the pendant.   

LEAVE A SPACE 
beneath the rectangle, this is where the satin 
cording will be inserted.  Add second seashell 
to back of pendant and adhere to the rectangle.   
Bake according to manufacturer instructions.  
Let cool. 
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Pour a small amount of Transparent Liquid Clay and white acrylic 
paint.  Use paintbrush to add just a small touch of the white paint 
to the transparent liquid clay, blend slightly - but not thoroughly.    
Use paintbrush to dab a small amount of the blended clay along 
the edge where the ‘“sand” meets the “sea.”   Bake according to 
manufacturer instructions and let 
cool.  


Apply a very light touch of Iced 
Expresso to the starfish to 
highlight the texture.  Repeat with 
White Frost over the other shells.    


Add ivory satin cording and 
closure, if desired.  I prefer to use 
adjustable, sliding knots in most of 
my pendants.


Voila!  Your “Beachy Keen” 
pendant is finished.  The slightly 
translucent nature of the Pardo clay gives the “ocean” portion a 
luminous depth.  The “sand” adds textural interest, and the 
dimensional seashells tie it all together.


www.CindiMcGeeBehindTheseEyes.blogspot.com
https://www.etsy.com/shop/CindiMcGeeDesigns
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Flower Paper Clips  

by Panarili 

This month I was thinking a lot about a simple project, but something cute at the same 
time.  Believe it or not, it took a while to come up with my idea, but then it was 
complete in less than 15 minutes, plus baking!  So grab your scrap clay and give this 
quick project a try!
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Materials

Scrap clay – I did not have much, and tried to keep the similar shades together.   
I generally work with premo! Sculpey® or Sculpey® Soufflé, so I can mix them as 
desired.

Paper clips 

A round cutter (around 1 cm in diameter ) 

A pasta machine or a roller

An oven

A stylus or a toothpick

Instructions

These are my small pieces of scrap clay. 

Condition similar shades of clay together, so that you get 
a solid color or marbled effect.  Roll each piece through a 
pasta machine, or use a roller.  You want the sheets at 
least 2mm thick.

Cut out circles. 

Put a paper clip over one of the circles and 
press it into the clay a bit.  Make 5-6 balls out of 
the circles.

Make drops out of the balls.
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Now we are adding the drops, with the pointed side in the 
middle.  Flatten them a bit.

Add veins with stylus, or a use a toothpick.

Add a small ball in a contrasting color to the 
middle and texture it with a toothpick.

Another idea- Use different color for each petal.

Or make different style petals.  Take a circle and squeeze it on 
one side.

Bake at 130 C for about 30 minutes.

Scraps can be fun!!!! 

PANARILI

www.etsy.com/shop/PANARILI

https://www.flickr.com/photos/in-handmade

https://www.facebook.com/natalja.ivankova
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FOIL IT! 
A GALLERY OF CREATIVE PROJECTS FEATURING 

METALLIC LEAF & FOILS 
FROM OUR POLYMER CLAY TRIBE FACEBOOK CHALLENGE
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Don’t forget you can join the fun at  

Polymer Clay Adventure 2018 
ANY TIME during the year!
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